**Mitchell Memorial Forest Area C**

Legend:
- Trails
- Bow Hunting Areas
- Honeysuckle 2019
- Bowhunting_parking
- GPHC Boundary

**Area C 25 acres**
- 4 Hunters per session
- Parking C-1
  - 4 Vehicles

**Area C 71 acres**
- 4 Hunters per session
- Parking C-2
  - 2 Vehicles

**Area B 14 acres**
- 4 Hunters per session
- Parking E-1
  - 2 Vehicles

**Area E 118 acres**
- 2 Hunters per session

Coordinator:
Steve Townsley
513-926-5350
steve.townsley62@gmail.com

*Maps are subject to change but will be finalized before qualifications*

1:6,600